Compact Burner SKV-A

The new burner generation
Progressive development of the rotary cup atomizer technology
Standardised model type series
Type-certified
Economically convincing - environment-conscious
Optimised high-performance fan, exactly tuned to the burner
Comprehensive service
Progressive –
the innovation for highest demands

During the more than 70 years of our company’s history, SAACKE has developed the rotary cup atomizer technology to perfection.

The compact burner SKV-A represents a new stage of development. The model series SKV-A makes use of the comprehensive know-how of the SAACKE engineers. With a large number of innovative components they successfully incorporate the environment-conscious and economic combustion technology. The SKV-A is the standardised and type-approved rotary cup burner.

Its modular structure results in a flexibility that meets all user-specific technical requirements at a large degree. Adaptation to the individual plant conditions is really simple. The high-performance fan is an integral part of the SKV-A with various versions especially matched to the chosen burner.

Economic criteria as well as its environment-friendly properties are features of the SKV-A burner. The low solids and NOx values together with a high firing engineering efficiency make proof of the responsible use of natural resources.

With innovative and reliable products, comprehensive plant consultation and our global service network, SAACKE is the up-to-date and future-oriented partner in the industrial heat market.
Modular construction - universally applicable
- Optimally controllable progress of the combustion process
- Alternate combustion of heavy fuel oil, light oil and gas
- Automatic fuel change
- Single- or dual fuel burner

The direct safety shut-off in the rotary atomising cup guarantees that there will be no further fuel flow after the burner is stopped.

The newly developed central valve ZV represents a new standard, unique on the market.

The new Poly-V drive operates nearly noiseless and is a long-lasting and low-maintenance type.
Efficient –
The engineering of the new burner generation

Rotary cup atomizer technology - the favoured process

The SKV-A is a completely new development on the basis of the well-proved SAACKE rotary cup atomizer technology. It combines all advantages of an economic, operation-reliable and environmental-friendly combustion: large control range at low excess air ratio, highest combustion quality as well as insensibility for fuels of different quality and contamination. The innovative power of the SKV-A is based on the progressive matching of all components, forming a new overall concept.

Highest flexibility

Handling of the SKV-A burner can be compared with that of a monoblock burner. Even the standard version of the SKV-A can be universally used and adapted to the special individual operation condition.

The SKV-A is designed as single- or dual fuel burner for liquid and gaseous fuels. A fuel change can be initiated fully automatically from the central control room. The alternate combustion of heavy fuel oil, light oil or gas makes the user independent of any fluctuations on the fuel market and it is possible to choose the lowest price fuel at any time.

The newly developed Low-NOx gas burner is an integral part of the register and can be matched to the different gases simply and quickly. It is a parallel flow burner with fuel staging that - due to its special primary gas feeding - guarantees high flame stability.

SKV-A: droplet spectrum

The homogenous finest droplet spectrum of the SKV-A guarantees burn-out up to the theoretical ash content.

The essential item - the new rotary cup atomizer

The new rotary cup atomizer is the central component of the SKV-A that brings the well-proved SAACKE rotary cup atomizer technology to a new dimension of performance. The rotary cup atomizer is equipped with a totally new drive system whose most important feature is its exceptional mechanical load factor - the precondition for the high rotary atomizing cup speed of 6500 rpm. The new concept Poly-V drive guarantees, in combination with the maintenance-free, with high-capacity EP-grease permanent-lubricated bearings - the SAACKE-typical reliability and long service life.

The high speed realises an ideal droplet spectrum with the largest possible atomizing potential for optimum firing sequence. The result: a combustion that could not be more economic and low in pollutants, even when operating with super-heavy fuel oils. No other burner system is of comparatively efficient performance.
Oil block with the new ACR system

The oil block with the new ACR system, directly connected with the rotary cup atomizer, is a compact module that already integrates all components for heavy fuel oil or light oil operation. The oil block is equipped with an electric high-performance heating system that assures immediate readiness for heavy fuel oil operation even after a longer burner standstill. In addition, permanent oil circulation provides for a uniform temperature distribution - there will be no cold spots. Availability is thus always guaranteed.

SAACKE MEF water injection - Integration possible at any time

The oil block is - as a standard - configured for a SAACKE water injection MEF system, that can quickly be retro-fitted at any time without a problem. The new 3-nozzle technique for water injection provides for an important reduction of solids, especially in heavy fuel oils with a high content of asphaltenes. This procedure does not require further additives. MEF increases the efficiency and reduces operational costs.

Central airbox and air distribution system

The innovative flow-optimised central airbox ensures a constant velocity profile that assures an exceptionally uniform mixing of combustion air and fuel - the pre-condition for optimum combustion. The hysteresis-compensating air control damper is integrated in the central airbox where optimum air distribution is guaranteed by the progressive damper characteristics.

Integrated high-capacity fan

The standard version of the SKV-A compact burner is equipped with a radial high-capacity fan. This fan with a maximum efficiency is perfectly tuned to the burner and can be delivered with high-effective sound absorbing equipment. The fan supplies the total amount of combustion air that is subsequently portioned into primary and secondary air in the burner. The primary air pressure that is required for a solids-lean combustion is generated - independently of the combustion air fan - in the impellor which is integrated into the rotary cup atomizer.

- Tested to the latest European safety standards
- ZV and ESV-A valves 100 % made by SAACKE
- No further oil flow after burner stop
- Processor-controlled flame monitoring
- Automatic safety sequence
Self-checking –
the best possible human and equipment protection

Safety shut-off valves for oil

The SKV-A represents a new safety standard in burner technology. One of the most innovative components is the central valve ZV. It is of fundamentally new design, long-term tested and type-certified. The sealing is located directly in the rotary atomising cup thus avoiding any further fuel flow after the burner is stopped. In heavy fuel oil design, the valve is heated up to the locking cone assuring immediate readiness for operation even after a long burner standstill. Post-purging with light oil or blowing-out of the oil transporting pipes is not required.

Contrary to pre-controlled valves, the directly controlled ZV has no narrow control holes thus assuring the best possible safety even for operation of extra-heavy fuels under the hardest service conditions.

The safety shut-off valve ESV-A is based on the well-proven SAAAKE-ESV-technology. This modular valve is also type-certified and - as the ZV valve - directly controlled showing all operational and safety features.

Microprocessor-controlled flame monitoring system

To a large degree, the safety concept of the SKV-A makes sure that possible operator's mistakes will not endanger the operational reliability of the plant. This is why the SKV-A is equipped with a microprocessor-controlled flame monitoring system that is approved for 72-hour operation without permanent supervision in compliance with the German guidelines TRD 604/72 h. In addition, this system is type-approved as per the latest European standards.

On the safe side

All control modules have been designed with fail-safe capabilities. That means that even in case of a possible wearing of safety-relevant components, the best possible human and equipment protection, is guaranteed. This is safety in detail.

SAACKE Combustion and Energy Systems
Integration into new or already existing plants is possible without any problems. Mounting at the boiler is standardised for different positions.

- Simple projecting and planning
- Time- and cost saving installation and commissioning
- Clean and very low in solids combustion
- Maximum combustion engineering efficiency
- Lowest emission values
- SAACKE-typical long service life
- Use of the most cost-effective fuel
The SKV-A represents the latest state-of-the-art in technology. All modules of the compact burner have been developed according to the most modern design systematics, manufactured with the newest production equipment and are long-term tested. The SKV-A is type-certified as per very strict German guidelines. This avoids high individual approval fees and the commissioning time is clearly shortened.

Simple plant planning and ease of servicing

With the new burner generation, SAACKE gives engineers the highest possible planning assurance. The SKV-A has pre-determined capacity ranges, tested working fields and can be supplied optionally with a mechanical or electronic compound control system.

Ease of servicing is a further innovation of the SKV-A burner. The modular structure of the burner and the multifunctional swing-out module are examples of such features.

Only a few adjustments are required to connect the register with the rotary cup atomizer and to swing-out the two units commonly. This enables easy access to all components integrated in the burner and to the furnace.

Best functionality

With this consistent product development, the SAACKE rotary cup atomizer technology has attained a new dimension. The result: clean, low solids combustion with excellent emission values and highest fuel engineering efficiency.

The result of the combination of the well-proven SAACKE quality with many innovative components is a series that gives new technological impulses to combustion engineering worldwide.
Training at site and in the SAACKE premises
24-hour service hotline
Diagnostics by Tele Support & Service
SAACKE companies, factories and service stations worldwide in 22 countries
Additional 70 SAACKE Contact Offices
SAACKE production sites and service stations in 22 countries worldwide, additional 70 international SAACKE contact offices, supply of spare parts in 24-hour service, repair and replacement around the clock...

We help competently and immediately – wherever you need us.

Diagnostics via tight-knit, worldwide Tele Support & Service and extensive capacities in maintenance, repair and spare parts logistics enable us to ensure your burners' trouble-free operations long after assembly and commissioning at site.

SAACKE’s customers worldwide can rely on fast availability regarding repair and replacement of all SAACKE burners. SAACKE’s service partnership includes at the same time – depending on the individual agreement – maintenance and operational optimisation of your burners, training of boiler room personnel, safety inspections according to TRD or complete boiler room management by our specialists.

In line with our burner systems, we offer a wide choice of services to choose from at any time, according to your special requirements.

Our service is geared to one aim: to secure the functioning of your burners for many years - economic, eco-friendly, reliable!
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